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Josh Mcdowell More Than A Carpenter
To have and to hold from this day forward, to love and to cherish... That's where all the romance novels end, but it's not the end of your love story. The wedding vows are just the beginning of your
marriage. You've made the choice to be with your spouse. To maintain a healthy relationship, you'll need to keep making wise choices...from this day forward. Author and speaker Josh McDowell has
been learning that lesson for more than 40 years, and now he shares the insightful, practical choices that make a marriage thrive. Learn the power of choosing to make your spiritual life a priority
resolve conflicts quickly keep your love life fresh master the art of communication become a great listener This straightforward, concise resource will teach you how to love and cherish your spouse.
You'll never regret investing in your marriage!
Articulate your faith to a skeptical world. For more than forty years, Evidence That Demands a Verdict has convinced skeptics of the Bible’s reliability, helped believers articulate their faith, and given
them the vital facts they need to defend God’s Word and lead others to faith in Jesus. In this video Bible study, based on the completely updated and expanded classic, Josh and his son, Sean, focus on
Jesus and the Gospels. Learn how the books of the New Testament came into being and why you can be sure they are historically reliable. Examine why the claims Jesus made about himself are true,
how he fulfilled Old Testament prophecies about himself, and how we can know the resurrection took place. This study is for anyone who has ever been stumped by arguments against Christianity or
the Bible–or has wondered for themselves if the Bible’s depiction of Jesus is true and not just a made-up fairytale. The Evidence That Demands a Verdict Study Guide includes video notes and
discussion questions for groups and individuals and between-session exercises for personal application. Sessions include: Why Is Evidence Important for Faith? Is There Such a Thing as Truth? Is the
New Testament Reliable? Did Jesus Actually Rise from the Dead? Did Jesus Claim to Be God? How Do We Know the Bible is Accurate? Designed for use with Evidence That Demands a Verdict Video
Study (9780310096740), sold separately.
An entire generation of young Christians—along with millions of older believers—is confused about what they believe, why they believe it, and how it’s relevant. The Unshakable Truth Journey®
Growth Guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially for churches, church classes, and small groups. They get to the heart of what being a true follower of Christ means and what knowing
Christ is all about. Each five-session guide is based on one of 12 core truths of the Christian faith presented in Josh and Sean McDowell’s book The Unshakable Truth®. Orthodox, hard-hitting, and
relevant, these guides are uniquely positioned for today’s culture because they highlight how Christianity’s beliefs affect relationships; promote a relational, group context in which Christians can
experience the teaching in depth; and show believers how they can live out Christianity’s central truths before their community and world. More than just a program, The Unshakable Truth Journey®
Growth Guides are a tool for long-term change and transformation! Community—Experience Jesus Alive in His People explores the truth about Christ’s body—the church—and Christians’ mission in
life. It lays the foundation for how to experience true community.
Inspired—Experience the Power of God's Word (The Unshakable Truth Journey® growth guide #2) explores the truth that God has spoken and revealed himself to humanity within the Bible. Further,
he gave us his Word for a very clear purpose—to provide for us and protect us. Series copy An entire generation of young Christians—along with millions of older believers—is confused about what
they believe, why they believe it, and how it’s relevant. The Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially for churches, church classes, and small groups.
They get to the heart of what being a true follower of Christ means and what knowing Christ is all about. Each five-session guide is based one of 12 core truths of the Christian faith presented in Josh
and Sean McDowell’s book The Unshakable Truth®. Orthodox, hard-hitting, and relevant, these guides uniquely positioned for today’s culture because they highlight how Christianity’s beliefs affect
relationships; promote a relational, group context in which Christians can experience the teaching in depth; and show believers how they can live out Christianity’s central truths before their
community and world. More than just a program, The Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides are a tool for long-term change and transformation!
10 Commitments for Dads
Experience the World Through God's Eyes
A Ready Defense
A Dialogue on God, Man, and Grace
Free to Thrive
Who is Jesus . . . Really?
Be prepared "in season and out" with this handy reference book of faith. Timely and biblically based, Josh McDowell's work offers defenses in 60 of the
most-challenged areas of faith. All in one easy-to-reference volume, this book will strengthen your commitment and help you stand firm against
challenges to the truth.
More than a Carpenter offers arguments for faith from a sceptic turned believer and is ideal for giving to people who have questions about the claims of
Christ.
Broken—Experience Victory over Sin (#3 of The Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides) examines the truth about humankind’s brokenness because of
original sin, humankind’s ongoing problem with sin, and how instead to make right choices in life. Series copy An entire generation of young
Christians—along with millions of older believers—is confused about what they believe, why they believe it, and how it’s relevant. The Unshakable Truth
Journey® Growth Guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially for churches, church classes, and small groups. They get to the heart of what
being a true follower of Christ means and what knowing Christ is all about. Each five-session guide is based one of 12 core truths of the Christian
faith presented in Josh and Sean McDowell’s book The Unshakable Truth®. Orthodox, hard-hitting, and relevant, these guides uniquely positioned for
today’s culture because they highlight how Christianity’s beliefs affect relationships; promote a relational, group context in which Christians can
experience the teaching in depth; and show believers how they can live out Christianity’s central truths before their community and world. More than
just a program, The Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides are a tool for long-term change and transformation!
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The Unshakable Truth™
Jesus and the Gospels
His Story Night Change Yours
Friendship 911
Evidence for the Resurrection for Kids

Today’s message of cultural acceptance is dangerously distorted and deceptive. In a world that shouts: “If you truly care about other people,
you must agree that their beliefs, values, lifestyle, and truth claims are equal and as valid as yours!” it’s no wonder our youth are
confused. The Beauty of Intolerance—brand-new from Josh McDowell with son Sean McDowell—cuts through the confusion and points readers back to
the place where the only truth resides...Jesus Christ. Tied directly to the Heroic Truth initiative launched by the Josh McDowell Ministry,
the McDowells will share how a biblical view of truth can counter cultural tolerance and encourage a love and acceptance of others apart from
their actions with a heart of Christlike compassion.
With over 40 million books sold, bestselling author Josh McDowell is no stranger to creatively presenting biblical truth. Now, partnering
with fellow apologist Dave Sterrett, Josh introduces a new series targeted at the intersection of story and truth. The Coffee House
Chronicles are short, easily devoured novellas aimed at answering prevalent spiritual questions. Each book in the series tackles a longcontested question of the faith, and then answer these questions with truth through relationships and dialogue in each story. In Who is
Jesus, Really?: A Dialogue on God, Man, and Grace, the group of students now meeting at the coffee house at a college town in Texas come faceto-face with the implications of the person and works of Jesus Christ. Their questions and conversations lead them to creatively respond to a
well-known Atheist about Jesus’ claims and actions. The other two books in the series: Is the Bible True, Really? and Did the Resurrection
Happen, Really? continue the unfolding story at the college campus and the coffee house down the road.
The name Josh McDowell promises real-life, on-the-street Christian apologetics. In his first Harvest House book, Josh joins his son Sean to
draw on his life's work and comprehensively address a vital issue: why an entire generation of young Christians--and millions of older
believers--is confused about what they believe, why they believe it, and how it's relevant. The Unshakable Truth is uniquely positioned for
younger Christians because it presents apologetics relationally, focusing on how Christianity's doctrines affect relationships. The
authors... ground every assertion in the overarching story of creation, incarnation, and re-creation. distill 12 crucial "faith
statements"--for example, "A personal Creator God exists." explain why each statement is trustworthy, how it applies to real life, and--using
examples, stories, and experiences--what its relevance is. A spiritual gold mine for parents, youth workers, pastors--anyone wanting to
reveal Christianity's relevance to today's life and culture.
Do You Know the Real Secret to Happiness? Do You Know How to Fulfill the Desires of Your Heart? True happiness for you no doubt means things
like loving and being loved surrounding yourself with good friends experiencing closeness to God finding a meaningful career enjoying the
good things of life living a life that truly matters Those are the desires of just about every human heart. In God's Will, God's Best Josh
McDowell and Kevin Johnson explain that God not only wants you to achieve those things, but He has a specific plan for you to experience each
of them. God has made a promise to "give you the desires of your heart" (Psalm 37:4). You can discover how to receive that promise. There's
no catch--but there is a condition, a condition you can't afford to miss. Begin your journey today in discovering God's Will, God's Best for
your life. Your future happiness depends on it.
How to Have an Awesome Impact on Your Kids
39 Questions Your Parents Hope You Never Ask About Sex
One Man's Real-Life Journey from Unspeakable Memories to Unbelievable Grace
The Beauty of Intolerance
Embracing a Love That Lasts
Jesus: Dead or Alive?
When Jesus died on the cross, it seemed that all had been lost. Death had won. But after three days in a rich man's tomb, Jesus appeared...alive! The news was so shocking that his followers
refused to believe it until they saw him with their own eyes and touched his wounds with their own hands. Then Jesus made an amazing claim: In the future, they too would have resurrected
bodies like his, bodies that would never deteriorate, age, or perish. They would have new life without death or pain in the presence of a loving God forever. But can we really believe His
promise? For that matter, can we really believe that the promise was made by a man who rose from the dead? In this fascinating look at the claims of the Gospel writers and 2,000 years of
believing Christians, bestselling author Josh McDowell and his son Sean examine the compelling evidence and conclude that Jesus Christ conquered death and the grave. In clear, concise,
and accessible chapters, Josh and Sean present the facts about the resurrection and what it means for readers today.
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An entire generation of young Christians—along with millions of older believers—is confused about what they believe, why they believe it, and how it’s relevant. The Unshakable Truth Journey®
Growth Guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially for churches, church classes, and small groups. They get to the heart of what being a true follower of Christ means and what
knowing Christ is all about. Each five-session guide is based on one of 12 core truths of the Christian faith presented in Josh and Sean McDowell’s book The Unshakable Truth®. Orthodox,
hard-hitting, and relevant, these guides are uniquely positioned for today’s culture because they highlight how Christianity’s beliefs affect relationships; promote a relational, group context in
which Christians can experience the teaching in depth; and show believers how they can live out Christianity’s central truths before their community and world. More than just a program, The
Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides are a tool for long-term change and transformation! Empowered—Experience Living in the Power of the Spirit opens up the truth of God’s being
three in one. Because he is a Trinity, his natural is relational; he defines the essence of how any relationship works. Through the power of the Holy Spirit, we can experience the truth of
relationships in the way God defines them.
Drawing on the wisdom of insightful leaders around the country, "Josh McDowell's Youth Ministry Handbook" equips youth workers to help teens connect with God, their parents, peers and a
world in need of Christ. Featuring articles from Dawson McAllister, Tony Campolo, Barry St. Clair and others, this invaluable leadership resource provides practical, useful ideas for today's
youth workers.
An entire generation of young Christians—along with millions of older believers—is confused about what they believe, why they believe it, and how it’s relevant. TruthWalk is a series of 12
courses designed especially for churches, church classes, and small groups. It gets to the heart of what being a true follower of Christ means and what knowing Christ is all about. Each fivesession course is based one of 12 core truths of the Christian faith presented in Josh and Sean McDowell’s book The Unshakable Truth". TruthWalk is orthodox, hard-hitting, relevant. It’s
uniquely positioned for today’s culture because it 1) highlights how Christianity’s beliefs affect relationships, 2) promotes a relational, group context in which Christians can experience the
teaching in depth; and 3) shows believers how they can live out Christianity’s central truths before their community and world. More than just a program, TruthWalk is a tool for long-term
change and transformation! Revealed: Experience the Power of God’s Word (TruthWalk course #2) explores the truth that God has spoken and revealed himself to humanity within the Bible.
Further, he gave us his Word for a very clear purpose—to provide for us and protect us.
Evidence That Demands a Verdict
Sacrifice--Experience a Deeper Way to Love
More Than a Carpenter (Pack of 25)
What It Means for Your Relationship with God
Evidence for Christianity
God's Will, God's Best

In A Couple After God's Own Heart Interactive Workbook, Jim and Elizabeth George build on the content of their book, A Couple After God's Own Heart, to create a companion guide that
leads husbands and wives through a fascinating study on God's plan for marriage. Through a unique blend of Bible study material, questions for thought, and "What Can I Do Today?"
applications, couples will grow a closer and deeper union as they... learn from the successes and failures of key couples in the Bible discover the essentials to a better marriage participate in
discussions designed to stimulate communication with each other set and apply goals that help husbands and wives be all God designed them to be determine how to make the best of the
strengths and weaknesses in their relationship This friendly and practical study offers life lessons from a variety of well-known couples in Scripture, and will equip spouses to experience
more and more of the incredible bliss only God can bring into a marriage.
About the life of Jesus, his representation in biblical writings and his impact on contemporary Christians.
Real-life, on-the-street Christian apologetics is what readers expect from Josh McDowell. Here, he and his son, Sean, reflect their ongoing research and close engagement with our culture in
answers to classic questions such as... Is there scientific proof God exists? How can a loving God send people to hell? Why does God allow suffering? Is the New Testament historically
reliable? Aren’t there errors and contradictions in the Bible? ...and questions that arise from today’s culture: If God is so loving, why can’t he be more tolerant of sin? Is God sexist? Is
religion the real cause of violence in the world? How can teachings from the ancient cultures of the Bible be relevant to our culture? What’s the difference between the Bible and the Koran?
77 FAQs offers the concise, accessible presentations that readers want and need in an apologetic resource—answers they’ll turn to for help in everyday life.
Skeptical teens are the beating heart of Josh McDowell Ministires, and in this specially designed resource for youth, bestselling author Josh McDowell and his son Sean look at the claims of
the Gospel writers and examine the compelling evidence for Jesus Christ's resurrection. Writing in a language that will resonate with 21st-century youth and in chapters that correspond to
the adult and children's editions of the book, Josh and Sean invite skeptical teens to discover the proof of Christ's resurrection and what it means for them today.
Setting a generation free to know truth and love
More Than a Carpenter
Experience Your Bible
Evidence that Demands a Verdict, eBook
Love is Always Right
Evidence for the Resurrection Teen Edition
Kids want to see the evidence for themselves! In a kid-friendly Q&A about at the claims of the Gospel writers and 2,000 years of believing Christians, bestselling
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author Josh McDowell and his son Sean examine the compelling evidence and conclude that Jesus Christ conquered deat! In clear, accessible chapters that
correspond to the adult and teen editions of the book, Josh and Sean invite children ages 7 to 10 to discover the proof of Christ's resurrection and what it means for
them today.
A redesign of a best-seller, author Josh McDowell explains why Jesus' claim of being God must be seriously considered, and why it ultimately can be believed
Undaunted—both the book and movie—chronicles the riveting true story of a young farm boy named Josh who carried unspeakable memories of an alcoholic father
and a farmhand’s abuse, causing him to defy God’s existence. Yet God redeemed a horrible situation with his unbelievable grace. Today Josh McDowell is one of the
most popular evangelists in the world who defends the reality of Jesus Christ to millions through his presentations and classic book More Than a Carpenter.
Undaunted unfolds the dramatic spiritual transformation in Josh’s life when he faces his past head-on and puts everything entirely in God’s hands. The result is an
undaunted faith, a gift freely offered to everyone who seeks it.
The inspirational classic, More than a Carpenter, is now updated for a new generation of seekers with a fresh look, revised material, and a new chapter that
addresses questions commonly raised today. Former skeptic Josh McDowell is now joined by his son Sean as they examine the evidence about Jesus. Is he really the
Lord he claimed to be? How can we know for sure? More than a Carpenter offers arguments for faith from a skeptic turned believer. Since its original publication in
1977, this modern classic has sold over 15 million copies, been translated into dozens of languages, and introduced countless people to the real Jesus. Now with new
content that addresses questions raised by today's popular atheist writers. Audio edition read by Sean McDowell.
Josh McDowell's Youth Ministry Handbook
A Defense of the One Moral Absolute
Experience Your Unique Purpose
Evidence for the Resurrection
The Bible Handbook of Difficult Verses
Inspired--Experience the Power of God's Word
Sex is everywhere. And misunderstandings about it are even more pervasive. Whether you have questions of your own and don’t know who to ask, or you are being asked questions and don’t know where to turn—this small book
has the answers. Bestselling author and speaker, Josh McDowell believes that no question is off limits and that knowledge, not ignorance, is the key to youthful purity and a fulfilling marriage and family. This book builds on that
approach with relevant, pertinent statistics, entertaining anecdotes, and real stories. This little book will be a very practical tool in the hands of anyone who is struggling, anyone who is curious, anyone who is nervous about
asking a "dumb question," and most importantly, anyone who desires to learn how to honor God with his or her body. The Bible is clear on a lot of these issues and Josh's candor (and respect for young people) shines through as
he shares these truths about sex. Much like Josh's apologetics books, this book will help equip a skeptical generation with the facts they are sorely missing.
The modern apologetics classic that started it all is now completely revised and updated—because the truth of the Bible doesn’t change, but its critics do. With the original Evidence That Demands a Verdict, bestselling author
Josh McDowell gave Christian readers the answers they needed to defend their faith against the harshest critics and skeptics. Since that time, Evidence has remained a trusted resource for believers young and old. Bringing
historical documentation and the best modern scholarship to bear on the trustworthiness of the Bible and its teachings, this extensive volume has encouraged and strengthened millions. Now, with his son Sean McDowell, Josh
McDowell has updated and expanded this classic resource for a new generation. This is a book that invites readers to bring their doubts and doesn’t shy away from the tough questions. Features Include: • Thoroughly revised and
updated from the previous edition • Now co-authored by Josh McDowell and Sean McDowell • All-new chapters defending against the latest attacks from Christianity’s critics • Designed to be a go-to reference for even the
toughest questions • Offers thoughtful responses to the Bible’s most difficult and extraordinary passages • Expansive defense of Christianity’s core truths, including the resurrection of Jesus Christ
Among important books in the defense of Christianity, this one has few equals. Evidence That Demands a Verdict is an easy-to-read, front-line defense for Christians facing the tough questions of critics and skeptics. Using
secular evidences and other historical sources, Josh McDowell's faith-building book is a must read for every Christian.
Overcome your struggles. Fulfill your deepest longings. Your whole life awaits you. Many people today are struggling with unprecedented levels of anxiety, hurt, doubt, guilt, and shame. Medical and mental health professionals
confirm that much of the dysfunction and disconnectedness we experience in life stems from unresolved relational and emotional hurts. These hurts leave us with unfulfilled God-given longings that we seek to fulfill through
unhealthy behaviors and relationships. Yet, our struggles aren't random; they're signals that when answered, can pave our way towards a thriving life. In Free to Thrive, Josh McDowell and Ben Bennett invite you on a journey of
healing and will teach you how to overcome unwanted behaviors by engaging your unmet longings. With a blend of hard-won wisdom and youthful energy, they present: Biblical teaching Recent neuroscientific research Timetested principles Personal stories of deliverance Practical tools Opportunities for reflection No matter what you are struggling with, it is possible to experience the spiritual, emotional, and relational wholeness that God wants you
to have--and live the thriving life you were made for.
Community--Experience Jesus Alive in His People
Accepted--Experience God's Unconditional Love
The New Evidence that Demands a Verdict
10 Ways to Say "I Love You"
The Bare Facts
Jesus Is Alive!
Accepted—Experience God's Unconditional Love (The Unshakable Truth Journey® growth guide #4) opens up the truth about God’s redemption plan. God’s becoming human
establishes his unconditional acceptance of us, which defines our worth. God values us in spite of our sin. This is the basis on which we gain a high sense of worth. Series copy An
entire generation of young Christians—along with millions of older believers—is confused about what they believe, why they believe it, and how it’s relevant. The Unshakable Truth
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Journey® Growth Guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially for churches, church classes, and small groups. They get to the heart of what being a true follower of Christ
means and what knowing Christ is all about. Each five-session guide is based one of 12 core truths of the Christian faith presented in Josh and Sean McDowell’s book The Unshakable
Truth®. Orthodox, hard-hitting, and relevant, these guides uniquely positioned for today’s culture because they highlight how Christianity’s beliefs affect relationships; promote a
relational, group context in which Christians can experience the teaching in depth; and show believers how they can live out Christianity’s central truths before their community and
world. More than just a program, The Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides are a tool for long-term change and transformation!
Bestseller author Josh McDowell and Biola University professor Sean McDowell provide compelling evidence in this updated classic to help Christians know what they believe, why it is
true, and how they communicate biblical truth to a skeptical world.
Among important books in the defense of Christianity, this one has few equals. Evidence That Demands a Verdict is an easy-to-read, front-line defense for Christians facing the tough
questions of critics and skeptics. Using secular evidences and other historical sources, Josh McDowell's faith-building book is a "must read" for every Christian.
Presents an overview of the occult and describes the beliefs of numerous religions, explaining how they oppose Christianity.
Life-Changing Truth for a Skeptical World
77 FAQs About God and the Bible
Perspective
Empowered--Experience Living in the Power of the Spirit
Undaunted
MORE THAN A CARPENTER

This is an eight-session youth group meeting experience designed to equip young people to respond to the toughest crises their peers may face. Addressing each issue covered in the
Friendship 911 Collection, students learn how to help their friends with "Tender Loving Care" and in the process become a powerful witness of God's love and care. Students also complete
daily activities between group sessions, 35 activities in all. An optional video supplement augments each youth group session with powerful visuals and dramatic illustrations of youth
struggling with each of the eight crises. Shaded sections in the Friendship 911 Leader's Guide indicate when and how to use this optional video supplement.
A straightforward, concise resource for keeping your children at the center of your heart while preparing them to live rewarding and God-honoring lives. --back cover.
The inspirational classic, More than a Carpenter, is now updated for a new generation of seekers with a fresh look, revised material, and a new chapter that addresses questions commonly
raised today. Former skeptic Josh McDowell is now joined by his son Sean as they examine the evidence about Jesus. Is he really the Lord he claimed to be? How can we know for sure?
More than a Carpenter offers arguments for faith from a skeptic turned believer. Since its original publication in 1977, this modern classic has sold over 15 million copies, been translated
into dozens of languages, and introduced countless people to the real Jesus. Now with new content that addresses questions raised by today s popular atheist writers. Audio edition read by
Sean McDowell.
An entire generation of young Christians--along with millions of older believers--is confused about what they believe, why they believe it, and how it's relevant. The Unshakable Truth
Journey® Growth Guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially for churches, church classes, and small groups. They get to the heart of what being a true follower of Christ means
and what knowing Christ is all about. Each five-session guide is based on one of 12 core truths of the Christian faith presented in Josh and Sean McDowell's book The Unshakable Truth®.
Orthodox, hard-hitting, and relevant, these guides are uniquely positioned for today's culture because they highlight how Christianity's beliefs affect relationships; promote a relational,
group context in which Christians can experience the teaching in depth; and show believers how they can live out Christianity's central truths before their community and world. More than
just a program, The Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides are a tool for long-term change and transformation! Perspective--Experience the World Through God's Eyes focuses on the
truth about God's kingdom and how it gives us a new perspective--a biblical worldview. We can experience the kingdom here and now as we grasp how it affects our view of our world.
Evidence That Demands a Verdict Study Guide
Your Toughest Questions Answered
How You Can Experience the 12 Essentials of a Relevant Faith
Making the Connection
More Than a Carpenter Church Evangelism Pack
Helping Friends Who Struggle with Life's Toughest Issues
Sacrifice—Experience a Deeper Way to Love digs into the truth about Christ's atonement. The truth that Christ had to die to purchase our salvation
shows the true meaning of love—and how God can bring us into a right relationship with him in spite of our sin. Series copy An entire generation of
young Christians—along with millions of older believers—is confused about what they believe, why they believe it, and how it's relevant. The
Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides are a series of 12 courses designed especially for churches, church classes, and small groups. They get to
the heart of what being a true follower of Christ means and what knowing Christ is all about. Each five-session guide is based one of 12 core truths of
the Christian faith presented in Josh and Sean McDowell's book The Unshakable Truth®. Orthodox, hard-hitting, and relevant, these guides uniquely
positioned for today's culture because they highlight how Christianity's beliefs affect relationships; promote a relational, group context in which
Christians can experience the teaching in depth; and show believers how they can live out Christianity's central truths before their community and
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world. More than just a program, The Unshakable Truth Journey® Growth Guides are a tool for long-term change and transformation!
See it. Study it. Do it. Many Christians focus on mechanical application of the Scriptures. In Experience Your Bible, the McDowells proclaim God's
original design—the Scriptures are his way to reveal himself so he can enjoy a relationship with people. The authors show how the Bible can radically
transform believers' lives: Intimacy. God created humans such that an intimate relationship with him is their only route to meaningful life. His
written Word enables this relationship. Relational experience. We must obey God's commands. Yet he also wants us to relationally experience things
like acceptance, joy, and comfort with him and other believers. Growth in love. Josh and Sean highlight the Holy Spirit's role in illuminating the
Scriptures. They present proven tools to help readers study and "accurately handle the word of truth." Above all, they emphasize that study is the
journey to help Christians more deeply love the author of the Bible, God himself. When Christians experience the Bible and its author, they find
wisdom, meaning, and fulfillment in life. A key tool for pastors, leaders, parents, and youth workers—anyone wanting to proclaim and experience the
life- and culture-changing Christianity the Bible reveals.
Evidence for Christianity answers questions about the Christian faith and provides evidence.
Handbook of Today's Religions
Broken--Experience Victory over Sin
The Best of Josh McDowell
How Your Hurt, Struggles, and Deepest Longings Can Lead to a Fulfilling Life
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